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Autobiographical Sketch 1

My name is John C. Panzar and I am Louis W. Menk Professor of Economics 2

at Northwestern University, where I hold appointments in the Economics Department 3

and in the Transportation Center.  I received my B.A. from Carleton College in 1969 4

and my A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from Stanford University in 1973 and 1975, 5

respectively.  At Northwestern I have taught graduate and undergraduate courses in 6

microeconomics and regulatory economics, while serving as Department Chair 7

(1988-92) and Director of Graduate Studies (1984-88; 1993-).  I have also taught at 8

the University of Pennsylvania, the University of California at Berkeley, and the 9

University of Auckland.  For nine years I held an appointment as a Member of the 10

Technical Staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories, where I also served as Department 11

Head.  I have published two books and many articles on subjects related to pricing 12

and other issues concerning regulated enterprises.  A statement of my qualifications 13

and copy of my curriculum vitae are attached as Appendix 1 and 2, respectively. 14

Purpose and Scope of Testimony 15

I have been retained by the Postal Rate Commission to assist in developing a 16

record on economic issues in this proceeding.  See Presiding Officer’s Notice of 17

Anticipated Sponsorship of Testimony on Economic Issues, December 20, 2002.  I 18

have contracted to perform an independent analysis of the economic issues raised 19

by the Negotiated Service Agreement (“NSA”) jointly proposed by the United States 20

Postal Service and Capital One Services, Inc. (“Capital One”).  In particular, I have 21

been asked to: 22
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(1) analyze the economic implications and potential consequences, in 1

general, of introducing negotiated rate and service terms available to a 2

sole user into a pre-existing regulatory regime of uniform tariff rates and 3

conditions of service;  4

(2) identify the conditions under which it is economically desirable to 5

introduce declining-block rates or other rate structures that discriminate 6

among users of the affected services, with or without any basis in 7

identifiable cost differences;  8

(3) address the specific economic implications and potential consequences of 9

introducing negotiated rate and service terms available to a sole user 10

where the affected service is provided under a monopoly established by 11

Federal statute, taking into account that such negotiated arrangements 12

may include preferential pricing terms; that access to the negotiated terms 13

may be limited to a small number of users for administrative or other 14

reasons; and that competition may exist among users of the affected 15

service or services; and  16

4) identify and describe regulatory measures that might be taken to 17

accommodate potential concerns regarding the impact of such negotiated 18

rate and service arrangements on fairness in regulation and competition. 19
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The Economics of Optional Tariffs 1

The issues in this proceeding that I have been asked to address involve 2

optional or self-selecting tariffs.1 These are tariffs that allow customers to choose 3

between an established tariff and an alternative outlay schedule.  The quantity 4

discounts described in the Capital One NSA clearly fall under this category.  Before 5

agreeing to the terms of the NSA, Capital One had the option of continuing to make 6

purchases under established tariffs. 7

Optional tariffs have had great theoretical and practical appeal.  This is not 8

surprising, because the economic logic behind them is quite intuitive.  Consider the 9

relationship between a vendor and any of its large customers.  The customer makes 10

its purchase decision on the basis of the vendor’s established tariff.  But before the 11

customer reveals its decision, the vendor makes the following offer:  “You may select 12

a quantity and pay the corresponding outlay specified by my established tariff 13

schedule.  However, you may, instead, choose a quantity and pay the outlay from an 14

alternative, specially designed tariff.”  If the customer chooses to utilize the 15

alternative tariff, it does so because it expects to be better off.  That is, it expects 16

that the surplus it obtains from the quantity, outlay combination chosen from the 17

alternative tariff is higher (or at least as high) as the surplus resulting from the 18

1 Self selection was introduced into the nonlinear pricing literature by Faulhaber and Panzar:  
“Optimal Two Part Tariffs with Self Selection,” Bell Laboratories Economics Discussion Paper (1977).  
The seminal paper of R. D. Willig, “Pareto Superior Nonlinear Outlay Schedules,” Bell Journal of 
Economics 11 1 (Spring 1978), pp. 56-69, showed how such optional tariffs can be used to achieve 
allocations that improve the welfare of the firm and all of its customers. 
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quantity, outlay combination that it would have chosen from the established tariff.  1

What about the vendor?  Presumably, it would not introduce the alternative tariff 2

option unless it expected that any choice the consumer might make would be more 3

profitable for it than what the consumer would have chosen under the established 4

tariff.  Finally, how are the vendor’s other customers impacted by the introduction of 5

the optional tariff?  With respect to their purchases, they can be no worse off as long 6

as the established tariff option remains available. This result follows from the fact 7

that consumers retain the option to select the same quantity, outlay option (and 8

obtain the same level of surplus) that they would have selected had the alternative 9

tariff never been introduced. 10

The possibility of making the vendor and at least one consumer better off, 11

without making any other consumer worse off, makes optional tariffs appealing to 12

both economists and regulators.2 However, there are some crucial, largely implicit 13

assumptions lying behind the above analysis.  I will discuss each in some detail, 14

since all are relevant for this proceeding. 15

Resale and Abitrage 16

The success and desirable attributes of optional tariff plans are predicated on 17

the absence of resale between customers.  If it were practical for the favored 18

customer to transfer the quantities purchased under the optional tariff plan to other  19

20 

2 In economic terms, the introduction of optional tariffs makes possible a Pareto improvement in the 
allocation of resources. 
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customers facing the established tariff, the vendor would find its profits eroded.  In 1

the limiting case of costless resale, arbitrage by customers would ensure that sole 2

effect of the optional tariff offering would be to convert high-priced sales into low-3

priced sales. 4

The Impact of a Revenue Requirement or Break-even Condition 5

The above argument that optional tariffs can be used to generate Pareto 6

improvements seemed to depend on the pre–existence of an established tariff that 7

the consumer could resort to as an alternative to the optional tariff offering.  Yet, for 8

firms subject to a break-even constraint, the cost and revenue effects of the 9

“established tariff” and the “optional tariff” must be assessed jointly and 10

simultaneously.  This is not a problem as long as it can be presumed that the vendor 11

is a profit maximizer.  In that case, it can be counted upon to expect to make 12

additional profit whenever any customer accepts its optional tariff offering.  Then, the 13

expected additional profits can be “spent” by lowering the vendor’s overall rate 14

structure, including the established tariff. Thus the notion that the established tariff in 15

some sense “precedes” the optional tariff is ultimately only for expositional purposes.  16

Indeed, in this case, imposition of the break-even constraint strengthens the appeal 17

of optional tariffs.  The lowering of the overall rate structure provides a mechanism 18

that benefits users who are not a party to the optional tariff offering. 19

However, this feedback effect works in the opposite way if the customer 20

accepts an optional tariff that causes a reduction in the vendor’s profits.  Then, 21

imposition of the break-even constraint necessitates an increase in the vendor’s 22
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overall rate structure, which makes worse off customers not a party to the optional 1

tariff offering.  Thus, the automatic presumption of the desirability of optional tariffs 2

relies heavily on the assumption that the vendor is a profit seeker. 3

Discrimination 4

The basic argument demonstrating the desirability of optional tariff schedules 5

applies to NSAs that are not available to all customers, and are therefore overtly 6

discriminatory.  Thus, discriminatory optional tariffs may be useful tools for 7

promoting the public interest.  They may even make possible Pareto improvements 8

that leave all parties better off.  The appeal of discriminatory tariffs is reflected in 9

OCA Witness Callow’s proposal to formalize discriminatory optional tariff offerings 10

through the use of a niche tariff classification.  That is, any user can receive an X 11

percent discount by expanding its volume by Y percent. 12

I am not a lawyer; however, the use of optional tariffs and/or NSAs whose 13

provisions are not available to all potential users may well be viewed as “unduly 14

discriminatory”.  Fortunately, it is not necessary to resort to discrimination (in the 15

economists’ sense) to achieve the benefits of optional tariff offerings.  As I discuss in 16

detail below, the use of nonlinear outlay schedules (i.e., quantity discounts) can 17

make possible Pareto improvements without discriminating between users. 18

Independence of User Demands 19

The final implicit assumption behind the basic analysis of optional tariff 20

offerings is the assumption that the demand schedules of various users are 21

independent. The purchase decisions of one user are not impacted by the 22
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purchases of any other user.  This is a standard assumption in the microeconomic 1

analysis of markets.  However, there is reason to question the validity of this 2

assumption when the service at issue is purchased by firms for the purpose of 3

providing goods or services to final consumers:  i.e., when the service being sold is 4

itself a factor of production.  In that case, the demands of customers that compete in 5

the same final product markets are necessarily interdependent.  A discount offered 6

to one competitor puts its rivals at a cost disadvantage relative to that input.  This, in 7

turn, leads to an erosion of rivals’ sales in the final product market and a decrease in 8

their demands for the input.  This is an important consideration in the case of postal 9

services, since the vast majority of mail is sent by businesses that use postal 10

services as input in the production of their final products or services. 11

The analysis of optional tariff offerings for inputs is central to this proceeding.  12

Clearly, Capital One purchases mail services in order to market its services to 13

consumers.  Below, I will discuss the topic of quantity discounts for inputs in some 14

detail.  Here, it is sufficient to point out that competition between mailers in their final 15

product market makes possible a form of indirect arbitrage.  The competitive process 16

allows final consumers’ purchases and associated mail volumes to shift from mailers 17

purchasing according to the standard tariff toward mailers availing themselves of the 18

discounts incorporated in the optional tariff offering.  Thus, like resale between 19

customers, competition in final product markets can transform high priced sales into 20

low priced sales for the monopolist.     21
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Economic Analysis of Quantity Discounts with Independent User Demands 1

The use of quantity discounts has long been widely practiced in both 2

monopoly and competitive environments.  Analysis of the practice also has a long 3

history in economic theory.  Long classified as “2nd Degree Price Discrimination,”34

the modern term “nonlinear pricing” is more accurate.  It refers to the use of a price 5

schedule under which the total outlay is not the simple product of a constant price 6

times the quantity purchased.4 The practice is not inherently discriminatory because 7

the same outlay schedule is available to all consumers.5 There is a vast theoretical 8

economic literature on the subject.6 Here, I shall focus on the nonlinear pricing 9

policies that can be used to establish optional tariff offerings of the type at issue in 10

this proceeding. 11

Figure 1 depicts the situation of a monopoly vendor serving two types of 12

users: a large user with a demand schedule given by DLarge and some number of 13

small users, each of whom has a demand schedule given by DSmall. Assume that, 14

under its established tariff, the monopolist serves these users at a uniform price of p, 15

measured by the distance 0p in the diagram. Assume also that the monopolist’s 16

3 The classic reference is A. C. Pigou, The Economics of Welfare, London, Macmillan, 1920. 
4 That is, the graph of a consumer’s total outlay is not a straight line through the origin, but rather 
some nonlinear function. 
5 As discussed in more detail below, while all customers may be free to choose any point on the 
proffered outlay schedule, they will typically not have an equal ability to avail themselves of the 
quantity discounts incorporated in said schedule. 
6 The most comprehensive reference is Robert Wilson, Nonlinear Pricing, Oxford University Press 
(1993).  A more accessible, less technical exposition of most of the issues can be found in S. J. 
Brown and D. S. Sibley, The Theory of Public Utility Pricing, Cambridge University Press, (1986). 
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(constant) marginal cost is c, measured by the distance 0c.  At this price, the large 1

user would choose to purchase Q0 units (distance 0Q0).  Each small user would 2

choose to purchase q0 units (distance 0q0).  In this situation, the large user is making 3

a contribution to institutional costs equal to area pFHc, the amount by which the 4

revenues received from it exceed the incremental costs of providing it with service.  5

Similarly, each small user makes a contribution of area pEGc. 6

Now suppose that the monopolist offers its consumers the following optional 7

tariff plan:  All consumers may continue to purchase their desired quantity at price p, 8

but any consumer that agrees to purchase more than Q0 units will pay a price of p’ 9

on those additional units, with c<p’<p.  Small consumers will not be interested in 10
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changing their behavior.  Their valuation of an additional unit purchased (measured 1

by the vertical height of their demand curve) falls below p’ even before reaching 2

output level Q0. However, the large customer would eagerly accept this offer.  For 3

each unit between Q0 and Q’, its valuation exceeds the price paid.  It would therefore 4

expand its purchases to Q’, the quantity at which its valuation of an additional unit is 5

exactly equal to the incremental price p’.   6

Clearly, the large user is better off as a result of the optional tariff offering.  7

What of the monopolist?  It finds that its sales have expanded.  Although sold at a 8

discount, the increased quantities are sold at a price above marginal cost, so that 9

the contribution received from the large user has increased, by the amount equal to 10

area HILJ, i.e., the amount (p’-c)(Q’-Q0).  Next, consider the impact on the 11

monopolist’s other customers.  The small users do not directly benefit from the 12

optional tariff offering, but they are no worse off, since they retain the option to make 13

a purchase at the initial uniform price p.  The consumers of the monopolist’s other 14

service are no worse off because their rates are not affected. 15

However, both groups can be made strictly better off when an overall break-16

even condition is imposed on the monopolist.  The large user’s acceptance of the 17

optional tariff offering resulted in an increase in contribution.  If the monopolist were 18

just covering its total costs at the initial rate p, it would then be over-recovering its 19

costs.  To restore the desired balance would require it to reduce the uniform rate p 20

and/or its other rates.  This would result in all of its customers benefiting from the 21

optional tariff offering. 22
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This example illustrates both the simplicity and appeal of optional tariff 1

offerings.  While the analysis is straightforward, there are some points that warrant 2

further discussion. 3

Discrimination 4

Despite the fact that it is, in a very real sense, designed for the large user, the 5

resulting optional tariff offering is inherently nondiscriminatory.  It merely replaces 6

the established tariff with a nonlinear price schedule that is, in principle, equally 7

available to all.7 A graph of total outlay as a function of volume illustrates this point 8

most clearly.  In Figure 2, the initial established tariff is just a straight line through the 9

origin with slope equal to the price p.  The outlay schedule in effect after the optional  10

11 

tariff offering coincides with the original schedule through output level Q0. There it 12

develops a “kink” and continues along a straight line with the (lower) slope given by 13

7 Some might hold the view that this equality is akin to that ridiculed by the French philosopher:  “The 
rich and the poor are equally free to sleep under the bridges of Paris, but the rich don’t have to.” 
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the discount price p’.  Any customer is free to select any point along this resulting 1

(nonlinear) outlay schedule. 2

Threshold for Quantity Discount 3

The example illustrates the key role typically played by the large user’s initial  4

Volume, Q0, in the design of an optional tariff offering.  It is no accident that this 5

quantity determines the beginning of the quantity discounts (and the “kink” in the 6

outlay schedule).  In the theoretical analysis, this guarantees that, whatever the 7

shape of the large user’s demand curve, the large user will find it desirable to 8

expand its purchases and the monopolist’s profits will increase as a result.  This may 9

not be the case if the threshold is set at other than Q0. Consider the situation in 10

Figure 3, in which the demand curve of the large user is nearly vertical.  Then, the 11

large user would not change its quantity much in response to the lower price.  If the 12

threshold for quantity discounts lay significantly beyond Q0, say at Q1,13
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the tariff option would not be taken up.  On the other hand, if the threshold were set 1

significantly below Q0, say at Q2, the large user would avail itself of the lower price 2

for quantities it had previously purchased at the established rate, thereby decreasing 3

the monopolist’s profit contribution from this market.  While the quantity discount 4

would induce a slight expansion in volume beyond Q0, the contribution earned from 5

the increment would not offset the losses resulting from discounting the “original” 6

volumes. 7

In practice, there will typically be a range of quantity discount threshold levels 8

around Q0 that will result in an optional tariff offering that is both attractive to the 9

large user and profitable for the monopolist.  The difficulty is that, for any threshold 10

level other than Q0, these issues become empirical questions.  When the optional 11

tariff offering results from negotiation between the two parties, it is reasonable to 12

assume that the selected quantity threshold is satisfactory to the large user.  One 13

would have similar confidence about the impact on profits if the monopolist were a 14

profit maximizer.  However, if this cannot be assumed, then it would be necessary to 15

forecast the expected effects on the monopolist’s profits in order to evaluate the 16

desirability of a negotiated optional tariff arrangement, even absent the issue of 17

demand interdependence (discussed below). 18

Finally, it is important to recognize that the above theoretical analysis 19

presumed stable, unchanging demand curves.  When, as in reality, demand 20

schedules change over time, the focal point becomes the quantity that the large user 21

would have demanded at the established rate.  Thus, in any practical application, the 22
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evaluation of any optional tariff offering will always be an empirical question, but 1

perhaps no more so than many other elements of the typical rate proceeding. 2

Economic Analysis of Quantity Discounts for Inputs 3

As is the case in most of the economics literature, the above discussion of 4

optional tariff offerings posited a situation in which a good or service was sold to final 5

consumers.  However, in the case of postal services, volume discounts are likely to 6

be offered to business users.  For these mailers, postal services are used as an 7

input in the provision of other products and services to other businesses and final 8

consumers.  This complicates the analysis considerably.89

First, the input demand curves of firms that compete in the final product 10

markets are necessarily interdependent.  This interdependence causes the 11

breakdown of the elegant Pareto improvement argument in support of optional tariff 12

offerings.  Indeed, one cannot even presume that the introduction of optional tariff 13

offerings will increase total surplus in the market.  Thus, assessing the desirability of 14

optional tariff offerings requires the detailed analysis of (forecasted) demands and 15

costs typical of rate proceedings. 16

Market Induced Demand Interdependence 17

Figure 1 and the subsequent analyses incorporate the assumption that the 18

demand schedule of each of the small users is not affected by the price and quantity 19

8 The theoretical basis of this section was developed in Ordover and Panzar (1980) and Ordover and 
Panzar (1982). 
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choices available to the large user.  This standard assumption is quite reasonable 1

when the service in question is being sold to final consumers or as an input to firms  2

operating in different final product markets.  If the large user is a credit card vendor 3

such as Capital One, there is no reason to expect that, if it makes use of a quantity 4

discount, there will be any effect on the demand curves for mail of other users that 5

are individual consumers or small firms in, say, the floral industry.  However, things 6

are very different for Capital One’s competitors.  Their demand curves for mail 7

services depend very much on the mailing options available to Capital One. 8

This interdependence is a result of the economics of price determination in 9

multi-firm markets.  Let us trace the impact of a quantity discount received by one 10

firm through the chain of market interactions.  A reduction in the price that a firm 11

pays at the margin9 for a normal input10 causes it to increase its supply of output.  12

This, in turn, leads to a reduction in the market price of the final product.  This lower 13

price impacts other firms participating in that output market that, because of their 14

small size, do not avail themselves of the quantity discount.  They respond to the 15

lower market price by reducing their quantity sold.  Normally, this output reduction 16

results in a corresponding reduction in the quantity of input demanded. 17

9 In deciding whether or not to supply one more unit of output, the input price relevant to the firm is 
that of the incremental unit of input required.  This is the discounted price for a firm that takes up a 
quantity discount offer. 
10 The economic definition of the term “normal input” corresponds well to everyday usage.  It refers to 
a productive input whose utilization increases when the firm’s output increases, ceteris paribus.
Intuitively one would expect that input and output quantities “normally” increase and decrease 
together. 
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The above discussion applies literally to the outcome in a textbook perfectly 1

competitive industry.  The story is only slightly more complicated in imperfectly 2

competitive industries.  A game theoretic analysis of an oligopolistic industry is 3

based on the firms’ reaction functions.  These specify the relationship between the 4

firms’ output or price choice and other market variables, including the prices it pays 5

for inputs.  When the price that a particular firm pays for a normal input decreases, 6

that firm’s reaction function “shifts out”.  That is, the firm would choose a larger 7

quantity (lower price), everything else equal.  In the new market equilibrium:  (1) the 8

market price of output falls;  (2) the output of the favored firm increases; and (3) the 9

output, input purchases, and profits of firms not receiving the discount decrease.     10

There Can Be No Presumed Pareto Improvement 11

This network of feedback interactions has profound implications for the 12

evaluation of optional tariff offerings.  Recall that, when user demands are 13

independent, any optional tariff offering voluntarily agreed to by a user and a profit-14

seeking monopolist can be presumed to be efficient because it can make possible a 15

Pareto improvement.  No such presumption is possible when there are downstream 16

competitors of the favored user.  The elegant, simple argument of the previous 17

section breaks down because the output expansion of the favored user will be (to 18

some extent) offset by an output contraction of users that do not avail themselves of 19
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the discount.11 A foresighted monopolist would of course take such feedback effects 1

into account when designing an optional tariff offering, ensuring that it would be 2

attractive to the (foresighted) large user and profitable if taken up.  However, the 3

negative effect on small users will remain, even if the establish tariff remains 4

available. 5

In some circumstances it may be possible to design an optional tariff offering 6

that makes feasible a reduction in the established tariff that results in benefits to the 7

monopolist and all users.12 The problem is that there can be no presumption that 8

such is the case when the quantity discounts are offered for inputs.   9

The Impact of Discriminatory Discount Policies 10

Thus far, my analysis has focused on the case in which the optional tariff 11

offering takes the form of a quantity discount plan available to all consumers, at least 12

in principle.  Of course a NSA, such as the one at issue, might involve a quantity 13

discount provision that is not made available to others.  Here, I shall discuss the 14

economic efficiency results under the assumption that such input tariffs can be 15

negotiated individually with all firms competing in a given output market; e.g., all 16

11 Note that it does not matter whether the small users choose not to avail themselves of the quantity 
discount (because it is not profitable) or it is simply not offered to them.  They are made worse off in 
either case.  
12 However, Ordover and Panzar (1980) present a set of plausible circumstances in which such 
Pareto improvements are impossible.
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credit card companies.13 Although such tariffs might seem to be “unduly 1

discriminatory,” the analysis provides a useful efficiency benchmark. 2

Consider a situation in which a profit-seeking monopolist serves a group of 3

heterogeneous firms that compete in the same output market.  Initially, there is an 4

established uniform price that has been determined through the ratemaking process.  5

The monopolist is then permitted to offer different NSAs to each of these customers.  6

The outcome of this process would be the efficient transfer of the input to each and 7

every customer.  The gains from this increased efficiency would be divided between 8

the monopolist and the firms.14 If the firms were not in the same market, this 9

negotiation process would make possible a Pareto improvement.  However, when 10

the customers are competitors in the same final output market this will not 11

necessarily be the case.  The NSAs result in the lowering of the input price facing all 12

firms at the margin, causing them to expand supply.  As above, the end result of this 13

feedback effect is that the equilibrium output price falls.  This fall in output price may 14

harm some of the firms more than the benefits they obtain through their NSA. 15

However, in this example, it seems likely that economic efficiency will 16

improve.  That is, the sum of the contribution received by the monopolist, profits of 17

the firms, and the consumers’ surplus of final consumers (their customers) will 18

13 Different quantity discount offerings for different customers is incorporated in the niche tariff 
proposal of OCA Witness Callow. 
14 Economic theory does not provide a definitive prediction about the nature of this division, except to 
say that it will be determined by “relative bargaining power”. 
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increase.  I am not aware of a formal demonstration of this result in the literature.  1

But, the intuition seems clear:  NSAs allow each firm to receive its services without 2

distortion at the margin.  This, in turn, makes possible increased productive 3

efficiency downstream, which makes possible both a lower final product price and 4

increased firm profits. 5

Evaluating NSAs for Inputs 6

The economic literature on quantity discounts almost always assumes that 7

the product or service in question is being sold to final consumers.  In the case of the 8

NSA at issue in this proceeding, and postal services generally, mail services are an 9

input used in the provision of products and services to the final consumer.  It has 10

long been known that this complication eliminates the strong efficiency results 11

associated with the introduction of optional tariff offerings.  This is unfortunate, 12

because those results provided a justification for a very permissive regulatory policy 13

toward optional tariff offerings, and NSAs more generally:  anything voluntarily 14

agreed to by the firm and any of its large customers was most likely to be in the 15

“public interest”.  Therefore, the details of such agreements need not be subject to 16

the elaborate scrutiny of the ratemaking process.  Alas, this situation is more 17

complicated.  NSAs and other types of optional tariff offerings may be useful policy 18

tools.  That is, in some circumstances they can be used to increase economic 19

efficiency.  However, they must be subject to the usual scrutiny of the ratemaking 20

process. 21
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On the basis of my analysis, I make the following general observations 1

regarding the evaluation of optional tariff offerings:   2

(1)  The impact of the tariff on the profitability of the Postal Service must be 3

evaluated.  Since the Postal Service is not a profit-seeking enterprise, it 4

cannot be presumed that any NSA it offers will improve its bottom line.  5

Ensuring the profitability of any optional tariff offering is a legitimate concern 6

of all mailers. 7

(2)  Competitors of the firm receiving the NSA should have “economic 8

standing” in evaluating its provisions.  They may be adversely affected 9

notwithstanding the profitability of the NSA.  The NSA may be in the public 10

interest even if they are damaged, but their concerns are an important part of 11

the evaluation process. 12

(3)  A niche tariff approach similar to that proposed by OCA Witness Callow 13

may be a pragmatic approach to deal with the issue of fairness to competitors 14

of any firm that is a party to a NSA.  This is likely to have desirable efficiency 15

properties without requiring smaller competitors to incur the costs of initiating 16

and undertaking lengthy negotiations.  Unlike OCA Witness Callow, I would 17

not suggest making quantity discount plans available to all mailers.  Rather, I 18

would suggest that they be made available only to firms competing with one 19

benefiting from a NSA. 20
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Conclusion 1

Economists have praised optional tariff offerings as an innovative policy tool 2

whose use can be counted upon to improve efficiency without requiring significant 3

regulatory scrutiny.  Unfortunately, the presumed desirability of such tariffs depends 4

quite crucially on assumptions that may not be fulfilled in postal applications:  e.g., 5

profit-seeking behavior on the part of the monopoly vendor and independence of 6

consumer demand functions.  As a result, NSAs and other optional tariff offerings 7

must be determined on a case by case basis, using empirical procedures typical of 8

the ratemaking process generally.  9
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